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Tossups

1. Tories active in this state, such as Dr. Thomas Moffatt, favored ending the electoral system and returning to
the monarchy, a position elaborated in the Halifax Letter by Martin Howard. The Algerine Law criminalized
the elections held in this state after an 1841 People’s Convention. Roger Taney invoked the “political
question” doctrine to abstain from ruling on the legitimacy of a government in this state in (*) Luther v.
Borden. This state’s governor Samuel Ward King requested aid from John Tyler against Dorr’s Rebellion. A
“system” of textile production named for this state was developed by Samuel Slater. During the Antinomian
controversy, Puritan leaders exiled Anne Hutchinson to this state. For 10 points, name this state that developed from
Roger Williams’s Providence Plantations.
ANSWER: Rhode Island
<GP, American History>

2. A character in a novel by this author claims that “loneliness is the price we have to pay for being born in
this modern age” before advising the narrator on his father’s kidney disease. In a novel by this author, a man
uses a glass ball to simulate the effects of light passing through a frog’s eye. During a train ride, the narrator
of a novel by this author reads a “testament” explaining that K’s suicide prompted the elderly (*) Sensei to do
the same. This author created the pretentious artist Waverhouse and the student Avalon Coldmoon in a novel that
uses the word “wagahai” as part of an unusually high-register dialect. That novel’s narrator drowns in a barrel after
getting drunk at a dinner hosted by his owner, Mr. Sneaze. For 10 points, name this Japanese author of Kokoro and I
Am a Cat.
ANSWER: Natsume Sōseki [or Natsume Sōseki or Natsume Kin’nosuke]
<RW, World Literature>

3. This thinker argued that regions in a pre-linguistic “quality space” are reinforced as one acquires occasion
sentences. This philosopher argues that meaning cannot be reduced to “stimulus meaning” in a chapter
advancing a “holophrastic” form of one thesis. This philosopher argues that the background of all knowledge
is our entire “web of belief,” strengthening an earlier French thinker’s holistic view of scientific (*)
underdetermination. This philosopher imagined someone pointing at a rabbit and saying “Gavagai” to demonstrate
“the indeterminacy of translation.” This Harvard philosopher attacked the logical positivists’ beliefs in reductionism
and the analytic-synthetic distinction in a 1951 paper. For 10 points, name this philosopher who wrote Word and
Object and “Two Dogmas of Empiricism.”
ANSWER: W.V.O. Quine [or Willard van Orman Quine]
<MB, Philosophy>

4. The resonant term of a harmonic perturbation usually corresponds to this process. This process induces
azobenzenes to switch from trans to cis configuration. Sample molecules undergo this process twice in
succession in order to observe their reaction dynamics in pump-probe experiments. The number of successful
events divided by the number of times that this process occurs is the quantum yield. Conversions that occur to
a molecule after it has undergone this process are visualized in a (*) Jablonski diagram. The spectrum
corresponding to this process is a mirror image of the fluorescence spectrum. The path length, concentration, and a



molar constant characterizing this process are multiplied to give A in Beer’s Law. Molecules are excited to higher
energy states when they undergo, for 10 points, what interaction with a photon?
ANSWER: light absorption [or absorbing a photon; prompt on electronic, vibrational, rotational, or rovibrational
excitation or transition by asking, “What process induces excitation/transition?;” prompt on vibration, rotation, or
rovibration by asking “What process induces that?”]
<JF, Chemistry>

5. A studio re-release of this song opens with a “TNT” Todd speech describing Vietnam deserters who “would
rather switch than fight.” In one film, a hypocrite yells, “Open your eyes!” at the Korean Sonny during an
event sparked by this song. A character punches at the camera while describing a match between “love” and
“hate” as this song plays. In one film, this song is first heard after Branford Marsalis plays (*) “Lift Ev’ry
Voice and Sing.” Rosie Perez shadowboxes to this song in the opening of a film in which one character throws a
trash can through the window of his employer’s business, avenging a character who plays this song. The owner of
Sal’s Pizzeria destroys a boombox that blasts this song, starting a fight that causes the death of Radio Raheem. For
10 points, Spike Lee’s Do The Right Thing features what Public Enemy protest song?
ANSWER: “Fight The Power”
<HG, Other Arts: Film>

6. Alexander Aitken generalized a theorem originally worked on by this person to account for non-spherical
errors. A type of function named for this person has density that is uniquely determined by the Mahalanobis
distance and is non-degenerate when the covariance matrix is positive definite. A type of posterior
distribution named for this person may be estimated using quadratic approximation. The (*) ordinary least
squares estimate has the lowest sampling variance of any unbiased estimator according to a theorem named for this
person and Markov. Bootstrapped means follow a distribution named for this mathematician according to the central
limit theorem. For 10 points, what mathematician names a distribution also called the normal distribution?
ANSWER: Carl Friedrich Gauss [or Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss; accept Gaussian function or Gaussian
distribution]
<JF, Other Science: Math and Computer Science>

7. A “recomposed” Lully minuet appears in a set of music in this genre that premiered with Ariadne auf
Naxos. Johan Halvorsen posthumously published a set of music in this genre whose composer resented the
time limits that his Swedish employer put on its movements. This genre includes a suite whose dinner music
finale quotes Don Quixote and Der Rosenkavalier to mirror Monsieur Jourdain eating mutton and lark. A
flute in 6/8 (“six-eight”) plays (*) “B, G-sharp, F-sharp, E” and ascends back to B to open the first of two suites of
music in this genre, establishing a namesake mood. An overture that mimics a hee-hawing donkey and fairies often
precedes a suite of music in this genre that includes a famous “Wedding March.” For 10 points, Grieg and
Mendelssohn wrote what type of music to accompany plays like Peer Gynt and A Midsummer Night’s Dream?
ANSWER: incidental music [prompt on music written for a play; accept Richard Strauss’s incidental music for Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme, incidental music for Peer Gynt, or incidental music for A Midsummer Night’s Dream]
<JE, Auditory Arts>

8. A June 2021 press release announced that the value of the new epsilon parameter on this project would be
19.41, an increase from the demonstration data. That press release from this project was met with concern by
Steven Ruggles, who has argued against the introduction of differential privacy methods to replace its
swapping algorithm. The institution that runs this project also runs the more frequent (*) ACS. Areal
(“aerial”) units devised for this project include block groups, blocks, and tracts. The Supreme Court rejected a
change to this project due to “contrived reasoning” from the Trump administration. The most recent iteration of this
project initially included a controversial “citizenship question.” For 10 points, name this data-gathering project that
attempts to survey all Americans every 10 years.



ANSWER: United States Census [accept the 2020 Census]
<RR, Current Events>

9. Ganassa’s performances in this genre inspired the wearing of botargas in late 16th-century Spain.
Théophile Gautier compared Deburau’s performance in this genre to Hamlet in his essay “Shakespeare at the
Funambules (“foo-NAM-bools”).” In a play inspired by this genre, the disguised Beatrice and her lover
Florindo both employ Truffaldino as the title “Servant of Two Masters,” who is rebuffed by (*) Brighella and
is in love with a maid inspired by this genre’s Colombina. The miserly Pantalones (“pan-tuh-LOAN-ayz”) are
characters in this genre, which also inspired Punch and Judy shows. This genre features stock characters like
innamorati, or young lovers, and zanni (“DZAH-nee”), or servants and clowns. For 10 points, name this Italian form
of improvisatory theater that includes characters like Pierrot and Harlequin.
ANSWER: commedia dell’arte [or comedy of the profession; accept harlequinade; prompt on pantomime by
asking, “Pantomime is used in what genre?;” prompt on comedy or commedia]
<RW, European Literature>

10. The potential taking of this action by Vasil Radoslavov prompted the des Closières affair, involving the
attempted purchase of Bulgaria’s entire grain harvest. The National Schism concerned the taking of this
action, which occurred after the Noemvriana when Constantine II abdicated in favor of Alexander I. To
satisfy the Megali Idea, Eleftherios (*) Venizelos supported the taking of this action and exiled the dissident
Ioannis (“yoh-AHN-nis”) Metaxas. Sidney Sonnino negotiated the Pact of London, failing to secure the city of
Fiume, in return for Italy taking this action. An agreement derided as a “scrap of paper” caused Britain to take this
action over a violation of Belgian neutrality due to the Schlieffen Plan. For 10 points, name this action taken by the
Triple Entente in 1914 to address German aggression.
ANSWER: entering World War I [accept equivalents like joining World War I; accept declaring war on
Germany; prompt on declaring war: prompt on joining the Allies by asking, “During what conflict?”]
<GP, European History>

11. A manifesto from this country argues that art is a “quasi-corpus.” One artist from this country created
hinged metal works that visitors are invited to manipulate. That artist of Bichos (“BEE-shooz”), Lygia Clark,
helped found this country’s Neo-Concrete movement. Paul Landowski designed an Art Deco sculpture in this
country made of concrete covered in soapstone tiles. An interactive installation originated the name of this
country’s (*) Tropicália movement. A reflecting pool cools a building resembling a crown from this country, which
is ringed by sixteen hyperboloid columns. That cathedral was designed along with other buildings in this country’s
capital city by Oscar Niemeyer. For 10 points, name this country where Heitor da Silva Costa built the Christ the
Redeemer statue.
ANSWER: Brazil [or Federative Republic of Brazil or República Federativa do Brasil] (The first line refers to the
Neo-Concrete Manifesto. Tropicália was created by the Neo-Concrete artist Hélio Oiticica.)
<MB, Visual Arts>

12. The use of circular stone alavalas in these structures is recounted in Bābur’s memoirs. In one of these
structures, abshars cordoned off upper Faiz Bakhsh and lower Farah Bakhsh sections. Jahāngīr ordered the
erection of a white marble slab inscribed with a lineage dating to Timur between two of these structures. The
tomb of Humāyūn set a precedent for the locating of royal mausolea at the (*) center of one of these structures.
Lord Curzon restored that structure by excavating filled-in water channels. A rectangular Persian-inspired layout of
these structures often features four sections centered around a fountain, like one in Shalimar constructed during the
reign of Shāh Jahān to represent the Qur’ānic ideal of paradise. For 10 points, name these structures built in part by
Mughal Emperors to display exotic flowers.
ANSWER: gardens [or bāgh or chārbāgh; accept Shālīmār Bagh; accept Mehtāb Bāgh; accept Bāgh-e Bābur]
<GP, World History>



13. Terence Ranger notes that this social structure “lay at the heart of indirect rule in Tanganyika” in an
essay in The Invention of Tradition. These structures are formed through a common symbolic idiom, such as
age-based sodalities. Morton Fried argued that this social structure was constructed by colonial authorities to
aid colonization. E.E. Evans-Pritchard developed his notion of “balanced opposition” in these structures,
which succeed (*) states in Ibn Khaldun’s cyclical theory. These groups are analogous to Durkheim’s concept of
segmentary societies, which bind together multiple kinship units. These social groups are bigger than bands or clans
and are smaller than chiefdoms. For 10 points, name these social groups that are often used generically to refer to
non-European people, such as Native Americans.
ANSWER: tribes
<RR, Social Science: Anthropology>

14. This author asks, “What merchant’s ships have my sighs drowned?” in a poem that a later critic used to
exemplify “the language of paradox.” In another poem by this author, two figures are “inter-assured of the
mind” and “care less, eyes, lips, and hands to miss” because they share a love “so much refined.” Cleanth
Brooks borrowed a line from this poet for the title of his book (*) The Well-Wrought Urn, which analyzes a poem
by this author that begins, “For God’s sake, hold your tongue and let me love.” This poet compares two souls to
“swift twin compasses” in a poem in which he tells his lover, “Thy firmness makes my circle just / and makes me
end where I begun.” For 10 points, “The Canonization” and “A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning” were written by
what Metaphysical poet?
ANSWER: John Donne
<HG, British Literature>

15. When describing electromagnetism in the language of differential forms, this operation is identified by the
operation “star d star.” Applying this operation to an inverse square field gives four pi times the Dirac delta
function. The Coulomb gauge is defined by setting this operation of A equal to zero. Writing the E-field as
grad V, then performing this operation on grad V yields Poisson’s equation. The solenoidal term of a
Helmholtz decomposition is [this operation]-(*) free. This operation on the electric field equals charge density
over epsilon-naught by Gauss’s Law. The flux of a vector field through a surface is related to this operation of the
field in the surface’s interior by a namesake theorem. For 10 points, give this vector operation that quantifies how
much a vector field radiates out from a point, symbolized del dot.
ANSWER: divergence [or div; accept del dot until read]
<VD, Physics>

16. Three echoes leer a phrase with this adjective when a woman feels “a little roll” after struggling to climb
the stairs. A woman with white organdy cuffs and a purple spray of cloth violets claims that a man with blood
described by this adjective “wouldn’t shoot a lady.” A “salt of the earth” man described by this adjective
hides whiskey and pornographic playing cards inside a Bible. A family stops at The (*) Tower diner in a story
titled for this adjective and is served by Red Sammy. A woman could have been described by this adjective “if it had
been somebody there to shoot her every minute of her life” according to the Misfit, who kills the Grandmother. For
10 points, name this adjective that describes a man who is “Hard to Find” in the title of a short story by Flannery
O’Connor.
ANSWER: good [accept “A Stroke of Good Fortune” or “Good Country People” or “A Good Man Is Hard to Find”
or partial titles containing “good”; prompt on country by asking, "What is the other adjective?"]
<CM, American Literature>

17. Babichenko and Rubenstein found that universal convergence to this concept is impossible in limited time,
but is possible for this concept's “correlated” analog. The coalition-proof form of this concept applies to
situations where public communication is unlimited but all agreements are non-binding. John Maynard



Smith added a condition to this concept that allows for the emergence of new strategies as part of the idea of
evolutionarily stable strategies. If this concept exists in every possible (*) subgame, it is called subgame perfect.
Contrary to popular perception, this concept exists in the iterated prisoner’s dilemma and is to always defect, as it is
in the standard prisoner’s dilemma. For 10 points, name this concept, which states that no player can improve by
unilaterally changing positions.
ANSWER: Nash equilibrium [prompt on equilibrium]
<KJ, Social Science: Economics>

18. This ruler organized a system of itinerant judges known as eyre justices to oversee criminal trials by
ordeal in which free men were tried by hot iron and serfs by cold water. In a namesake treatise, chief justiciar
Ranulf de Glanville summarized those trials during the reign of this ruler. This ruler mandated the inclusion
of an early 12-person jury system in a body instituted by the Assize (“uh-SIZE”) of (*) Clarendon. This ruler’s
succession of Stephen of Blois was guaranteed by the Treaty of Wallingford, which ended the Anarchy. This ruler
suppressed the Revolt of 1173-74, which was organized by his wife, Eleanor of Aquitaine, and his sons, the future
Richard I and John Lackland. For 10 points, name this first Plantagenet king of England who asked to be rid of the
“meddlesome priest” Thomas Becket.
ANSWER: Henry II Plantagenet [or Henry of Anjou, Henry FitzEmpress, Henry Curtmantle, or Henry
Court-manteau; prompt on Henry]
<DC, British/Commonwealth History>

19. Phosphorylation of serine 5 of a heptad repeat in the CTD of a protein crucial to this process helps initiate
it. Other modifications of that CTD help recruit factors like CPSF to coordinate further processing of this
process’s products. Scrunching occurs when this process is abortively initiated. Bicyclomycin inhibits the
movement of a hexameric protein that binds rut sites in order to induce (*) rho-dependent termination of this
process. A -10 (“minus 10”) consensus sequence called the Pribnow box is bound by a sigma factor to initiate this
process in prokaryotes, while eukaryotes use TATA boxes. Prokaryotes’ lack of a nucleus allows this process to
co-occur with one involving polyribosome complexes. For 10 points, name this process by which a DNA template is
read to synthesize a complementary mRNA strand.
ANSWER: transcription [accept termination of transcription; prompt on RNA synthesis or RNA polymerization;
prompt on rho-independent termination or rho-dependent termination until read by asking, “Termination of what
process?”]
<KT, Biology>

20. At one of these places, eighty people carried around a golden boat guided by an emerald-encrusted statue.
The selli, who slept on the ground with unwashed feet, attended to one of these locations where a ring of
bronze objects chimed in the wind. Another of these places had three inscribed maxims beginning with
“Know thyself.” Two black doves from Thebes informed the inhabitants of Libya and another city to found
these places. Alexander the Great visited one of these places at the (*) Siwa Oasis dedicated to Ammon. Two
eagles met at another of these locations, marking the site of the omphalos. Zeus answered questions with rustling
leaves at one of these places in Dodona. For 10 points, a priestess on a tripod received visions from Apollo at what
kind of prophetic site at Delphi?
ANSWER: oracles [accept Oracle (of Zeus) at Dodona or Oracle at Delphi or Oracle (of Ammon) at Siwa;
anti-prompt (ask, “Can you be less specific”) on oasis until read; anti-prompt on sacred groves or caves; prompt on
temples]
<KT, Beliefs>



Bonuses

1. Francisco Pacheco argued that this artist’s genre scenes incorporating still-lifes, such as one in which a water
seller hands a boy a glass of water with a fig in it, “found the true imitation of nature.” For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this artist, who depicted a boy watching an old woman fry eggs in another of his paintings drawn from
everyday life. This artist later painted a group portrait of the Infanta Margarita and her servants in Las Meninas.
ANSWER: Diego Velázquez [or Diego Rodríguez de Silva y Velázquez]
[10h] The Waterseller of Seville and Old Woman Frying Eggs are examples of these paintings, also a specialty of
Francisco de Zurbarán. This term refers to Spanish paintings set in kitchens or taverns, or still-lifes of food itself.
ANSWER: bodegón [or bodegones]
[10m] An impoverished pair of these people eat grapes and melon in one of Bartolomé Murillo’s many genre
paintings of them. Chardin often painted these people playing games, as in his depiction of one of them blowing
soap bubbles.
ANSWER: children [accept boys]
<AY, Visual Arts>

2. This country’s city of Lahti won the 2021 iteration of the European Green Capital Award for a commitment to
sustainable policies. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this country. The development of green spaces in Keskuspuisto Central Park and the Suomenlinna
fortress is part of sustainability initiatives in this country’s capital, Helsinki.
ANSWER: Finland [or Republic of Finland or Suomi or Suomen tasavalta or Republiken Finland]
[10m] Lisbon won the 2020 EGCA in part for the expansion of the Gira (“HEE-ruh”) system, one of these
transportation programs. Other examples of these programs include Vélib’ in Paris and a program in London
nicknamed after former mayor Boris Johnson.
ANSWER: public bicycle-share [or bike-share; accept descriptions of a public bicycle-sharing program; prompt
on Boris bikes; prompt on descriptions of bicycle programs that do not include “public” or “share”]
[10h] This city in the French Alps, which contains the “eco-neighborhoods” of de Bonne and Flaubert, will receive
the 2022 EGCA. This city is linked to the Bastille, a medieval fortress, by a system of cable cars known as “The
Bubbles.”
ANSWER: Grenoble
<GP, Geography>

3. Michael Faux and Sylvester James Gates adapted traditional Ghanaian Adinkra symbols to represent the graded
algebras associated with this property. For 10 points each:
[10h] Give this property possessed by some extensions of the Poincaré algebra. Because there are only four division
algebras by Hurwitz’s theorem, Yang-Mills theories with this property can only exist in dimensions 3, 4, 6, or 10.
ANSWER: supersymmetry [or SUSY]
[10m] Super-Poincaré algebras are extended to include anticommuting fermionic generators named for this quantity.
This quantity determines if a particle’s wave function is symmetric or antisymmetric under exchange.
ANSWER: spin [accept spinors]
[10e] Spin and this other fundamental property arise as parameters of unitary irreducible representations of the
Poincaré group. Einstein’s formula shows that this property and energy are equivalent.
ANSWER: mass
<JF, Physics>

4. The Maine Law was the first statewide implementation of this policy in the United States. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this policy which was established nationally by the 18th Amendment and whose enforcement was
permitted by the Volstead Act.
ANSWER: Prohibition



[10h] Upon being suspected of violating the Maine Law by hiding liquor in City Hall, this “Napoleon of
Temperance” and mayor of Portland ordered the militia to fire on protestors, sparking the Portland Rum Riot.
ANSWER: Neal Dow
[10m] Although one of Dow’s arguments for Prohibition was based in slavery, his other arguments aligned with this
group. This group’s leaders included Annie Wittenmeyer and Frances Willard.
ANSWER: Women’s Christian Temperance Union [or WCTU]
<KJ, American History>

5. An image of Böcklin’s The Isle of the Dead ends a production titled for this art form after a young woman dies
behind a “death screen.” For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this art form. In a novella titled for this art form, a man spends 11 months in jail for stabbing his wife in
a jealous rage after catching her at dinner with another man.
ANSWER: sonata [accept The Ghost Sonata or Spöksonaten; accept Kreutzer Sonata or Kreitzerova Sonata]
[10e] Before dying behind a death screen, Jacob Hummel’s daughter plays a harp in The Ghost Sonata by this
author. This Swedish author wrote Miss Julie.
ANSWER: August Strindberg [or Johan August Strindberg]
[10m] Meta Taverner tries to restore a sonata named for this city in a Bradford Morrow novel. In a different novel, a
womanizing surgeon returns to this city after contemplating how his wife embodies the phrase “Es muss sein!” from
a Beethoven string quartet.
ANSWER: Prague [or Praha; accept The Prague Sonata] (The unnamed novel is The Unbearable Lightness of
Being.)
<HG, European Literature>

6. A confessional genre of literature from this country received its name due to its frequent use of first-person
narration. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this country. The I-novel genre developed in part as a reaction to the influx of naturalistic Western
novels into this country at the end of the 19th century.
ANSWER: Japan [or Nippon-koku or Nihon-koku]
[10h] This I-novel takes the form of three “memoranda” written by its protagonist Oba Yozo, who sinks into
morphine addiction and suicidal tendencies, leading him to apply this novel’s title condition to himself.
ANSWER: No Longer Human [or Ningen Shikkaku] (by Osamu Dazai.)
[10e] The personal tone of the I-novel genre had a significant influence on this later Japanese author. This author’s
novels Confessions of a Mask and The Temple of the Golden Pavilion echo the style of the I-novel.
ANSWER: Yukio Mishima [or Mishima Yukio; accept Kimitake Hiraoka or Hiraoka Kimitake]
<DC, World Literature>

7. Erich Fromm’s Beyond the Chains of Illusion describes how Marx and this thinker have influenced him. For 10
points each:
[10m] Name this thinker whom the Frankfurt School often synthesized with Marx. In a book whose title references
this thinker, Herbert Marcuse argues that his reality principle is imposed not biologically, but rather by the social
relations of capitalism.
ANSWER: Sigmund Freud [or Sigismund Schlomo Freud] (The unnamed Marcuse book is Eros and Civilization,
which references Freud’s essay “Civilization and its Discontents.”)
[10h] Paul Ricoeur reads Freud and Marx as “masters of” this concept because they both believed that consciousness
is in some way false. Ricoeur formulated a “hermeneutics of” this concept in his book Freud and Philosophy.
ANSWER: suspicion
[10e] Ricoeur names Nietzsche as the third “master of suspicion,” citing his perspectivism and his reading of the
genealogy of this concept. Judeo-Christian systems orient this concept around good and evil rather than good and
bad.



ANSWER: morality [or morals; or ethics]
<HG, Philosophy>

8. The joint work Cantiones Sacrae resulted from the first-ever letters patent on this practice. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this practice that has been done more recently by companies such as Ricordi and Breitkopf & Härtel
(“HAIR-tull”).
ANSWER: printing music [accept publishing music or selling music; prompt on printing or publishing or selling
by asking “printing/publishing/selling what?”]
[10m] This composer co-wrote Cantiones Sacrae with his student, William Byrd, who dedicated Ye Sacred Muses to
this composer. This composer possibly scored Spem in alium for 40 voices in honor of Elizabeth I’s 40th birthday.
ANSWER: Thomas Tallis
[10e] Both the compositions in Cantiones Sacrae and Spem in alium were composed in this semireligious
Renaissance choral genre that is often contrasted with the madrigal.
ANSWER: motet
<JE, Auditory Arts>

9. In a 2021 Science paper, Han et al. found that a form of HDL can directly enter circulation through this blood
vessel rather than first entering the lymphatic system. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this blood vessel whose hypertension causes peritoneal fluid accumulation. This blood vessel feeds
partially deoxygenated but nutrient-rich blood into a certain organ’s sinusoidal capillaries.
ANSWER: portal vein [accept, but do NOT reveal hepatic portal vein]
[10e] Besides providing most of its blood supply, the portal vein may also protect this organ from bacterial LPS by
directly transporting HDL3 to it. Cirrhosis of this organ is a major cause of portal vein hypertension.
ANSWER: liver
[10h] The hepatic portal vein also absorbs this class of compounds that includes butyrate and propionate. These
products of microbial fermentation of undigested food in the gut may also suppress hepatic cholesterol synthesis.
ANSWER: short-chain fatty acids [or SCFAs; prompt on fatty acids]
<AY, Biology>

10. A Yetholm type of these objects found in a ditch in South Cadbury was stabbed three times around its central
boss with a wooden stake as part of a ritual ceremony. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name these objects, some of which were used by the Celts for ceremonial purposes. A high domed umbo and
S-motifs characterize the cover of one of these objects discovered in Battersea that was cast into the Thames.
ANSWER: shields [accept shield covers or shield facing]
[10m] Three red pieces of this substance are present at the center of the Witham Shield’s boss. The whites of a
moai’s eyes were made of either shells or this substance, and Nan Madol sat above a large deposit of this substance.
ANSWER: coral [accept coral reefs]
[10e] Images of a bird and dragon appear on a garnet-studded shield discovered inside one of these objects
excavated from a burial mound at Sutton Hoo. Contrary to popular belief, the burning of these objects during
funerals was not commonplace amongst the Vikings.
ANSWER: ships [or boats]
<DC, Ancient History / Archaeology>

11. This author coined the term “eucatastrophe” to describe a happy turn of events in the climax of a fairytale. For
10 points each:
[10m] Name this author, who examined the work of fairytale compiler Andrew Lang in the essay “On
Fairy-Stories.” This author critiqued contemporary literary interpretations of Beowulf in “The Monsters and the
Critics.”
ANSWER: J.R.R. Tolkien [or John Ronald Reuel Tolkien]



[10e] Tolkien’s note in “On Fairy-Stories” that fairytales should not include electric street lamps inspired the
inclusion of a street lamp in this fantasy world, the setting of a series of “Chronicles” by C.S. Lewis.
ANSWER: Narnia
[10h] Tolkien and Lewis were both members of this 1930s literary group based out of Oxford, which discussed and
promoted the writing of fantasy.
ANSWER: The Inklings
<CM, British Literature>

12. Bedoyo, a Javanese court dance featuring nine women moving in synchrony, honors the mythical union between
Islamic sultans and a goddess of this domain. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this domain. One Cambodian dance details a battle between Moni Mekhala, a goddess of this domain,
and Ream Eyso. After his prayers are ignored, Rama attacks Varuṇa, a deity of this domain often invoked with
Mitra.
ANSWER: sea [or the ocean or water; accept the Southern Sea; prompt on rain]
[10h] Dancers employ fans to represent the scales of this vehicle of Moni Mekhala. This crocodile-like creature also
serves as the vehicle of Varuṇa.
ANSWER: makara
[10e] Nyai Roro Kidul, Javanese Queen of the Southern Sea, is depicted as one of these beings. A Cambodian
dancer in gold honors an encounter between Hanuman and Suvannamaccha, one of these half-human half-fish
beings.
ANSWER: mermaids [or merfolk]
<AY, Beliefs>

13. The secret Himmerod Memorandum called for the taking of this action by creating the Bundeswehr to replace
the defunct Wehrmacht. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this policy action. Pierre Mendès-France rejected the Pleven Plan since it required taking this action in
order to establish the European Defense Community.
ANSWER: rearmament of West Germany [or wiederbewaffnung; accept word forms; prompt on rearmament of
Germany; accept Federal Republic of Germany, FRG, Bundesrepublik Deutschland, or BRD in place of “West
Germany”]
[10m] This first Chancellor of West Germany achieved rearmament, placating French opposition with the 1963
Élysée Treaty. This leader oversaw rapid economic growth during the Wirtschaftswunder.
ANSWER: Konrad Adenauer [or Konrad Hermann Joseph Adenauer]
[10e] The United States supported West German rearmament in order to bolster this international security alliance
amidst threats from a Soviet-led invasion by the rival Warsaw Pact.
ANSWER: NATO [or North Atlantic Treaty Organization]
<GP, European History>

Note to moderator: read the answerline to part one of this bonus carefully.
14. Lipid nanoparticle systems with this purpose preferentially extravasate in certain microenvironments due to the
so-called EPR effect. For 10 points each:
[10h] Identify this purpose of PLGA microsphere depots and PEG-modified liposomes that are often designed to
achieve controlled release. A description is acceptable.
ANSWER: drug delivery [accept descriptions of a drug being delivered, administered, or carried to a portion of
the body; accept descriptions indicating that the systems hold or contain drugs; accept medicine, antibiotics, or
specific drugs in place of drugs; prompt on partial answers that do not mention drugs or medicine by asking, “What
is being delivered?”]
[10e] Many macroscopic controlled-release drug delivery systems use the pressure from this process to force
dissolved drug molecules out of a capsule at a steady rate. A “reverse” form of this process is used to purify water.



ANSWER: osmosis
[10m] Nanosystems that use solvent influx to mediate drug release include “hydro-” examples of these extensively
cross-linked polymer composites, which are also used as scaffolds in tissue engineering. Agarose forms one of these
materials.
ANSWER: gels [accept hydrogels or agarose gels]
<VD, Chemistry>

15. This figure sucks his thumb after cooking a dragon’s heart in one of the scenes depicted on the Ramsund
Carving. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this Norse hero who encountered Brunhilde in her ring of fire after slaying Fafnir.
ANSWER: Sigurd [or Siegfried]
[10h] Another Sigurd, the son of Aslaug and Ragnar Lodbrok and grandson of the dragon-slaying Sigurd, had an
ouroboros marking on this body part. During a riddle contest, Gestumblindi asks King Heithrek to name the being
who has one tail and three of these body parts.
ANSWER: eye [accept pupil; accept Sigurd Snake-in-the-Eye; do not accept or prompt on “head”] (The answer to
the riddle is Odin riding on Sleipnir.)
[10m] In the Heimskringla, Snorri Sturluson described historical kings like Sigurd the Crusader, who sailed as far as
Jerusalem, and mythological ones like this deity, who founded the Yngling dynasty. This deity will fight Beli with
an antler at Ragnarok.
ANSWER: Freyr [do not accept or prompt on “Freya”]
<AY, Beliefs>

16. This ruler instituted the policy of samin to force settlement of the northern frontier near the Yalu River. For 10
points each:
[10m] Name this fourth Joseon monarch, who chartered the Hall of Worthies and created the Hangul writing system.
ANSWER: Sejong the Great
[10e] According to the Code of Punishments in the Gyeongguk Daejeon, the families of runaways from the samin
program were given this status. The nobi class in medieval Korea possessed this status and could be bought or sold
as property until the abolitionary reforms of King Gojong in 1894.
ANSWER: slaves [accept serfs]
[10h] The samin policy avoided the resettlement of this class of the Joseon gentry. Civil service exams known as
gwageo selected this class, whose privileges were assailed in the failed Gapsin Coup.
ANSWER: yangban
<GP, World History>

17. The values of this function for positive even integer inputs were first computed by Euler, with a value of pi
squared over 6 for s equals 2, and pi to the fourth over 90 for s equals 4. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this function that is the sum from n equals 1 to infinity of: 1 over n to the s, for some input s. An input
of 1 to this function gives the harmonic series, which diverges.
ANSWER: Riemann zeta function [or Euler-Riemann zeta function]
[10h] This complex analytic technique can be used to extend the domain of the Riemann zeta function to inputs with
real part less than 1, producing the counterintuitive result that the sum of all positive integers is equal to negative
one-twelfth.
ANSWER: analytic continuation
[10e] The Riemann hypothesis states that all complex zeros for the zeta function have a real part equal to this value.
For a 30-60-90 right triangle, this is the ratio of the shorter leg to the hypotenuse.
ANSWER: one-half [or 0.5 or one over two]
<BW, Other Science: Math and Computer Science>



18. This jewelry house drew inspiration from India for its “Tutti Frutti” pieces of emeralds, rubies, and sapphires
carved into floral motifs. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this French jewelry house. This house’s “Great Cat” motif is featured in emerald-eyed Panthère rings.
ANSWER: House of Cartier
[10m] The “Tutti Frutti” line is in this style, which rejected larger stones for smaller, colorful jewels. Geometric
shapes of this style, like hubcaps and fenders, were pared down on one building in its Streamline Moderne substyle.
ANSWER: Art Deco (The unnamed building is the Chrysler Building.)
[10e] During the Art Deco period, Cartier also created a Trinity Ring of interlocking bands in three different colors
of this material. Another Art Deco jeweler, Suzanne Belperron, enjoyed working with this material at 22 karat
purity.
ANSWER: gold
<AY, Other Arts: Fashion/Decorative/Misc.>

19. This creature’s form is swallowed up by “the abyss of heaven” after its “certain flight” teaches the speaker how
to navigate “the long way that I must trace alone.”  For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this creature, who is asked if it pursues “thy solitary way?” in one poem. This creature “Soon
shalt...find a / summer home, and rest” after wandering through the “illimitable air.”
ANSWER: waterfowl [accept “To a Waterfowl;” prompt on bird]
[10e] “To a Waterfowl” is by this Fireside poet. This poet addressed “him who in the love of Nature holds /
Communion” in his poem “Thanatopsis.”
ANSWER: William Cullen Bryant
[10h] This other Fireside poet described Bryant’s poetry as “[lacking] one merit of kindling enthusiasm” and stirring
one’s soul “with the very North Pole” in a poem that satirized himself and other Romantic authors.
ANSWER: James Russell Lowell [The poem is “A Fable for Critics”]
<JF, American Literature>

20. Norman Rosenthal conducted a seminal study of this disorder using light therapy, which led to its more
widespread recognition. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this disorder. Common treatments for this disorder include light boxes and scheduled dosage of
antidepressants, and this disorder may be related to a delay in circadian rhythm.
ANSWER: SAD [or seasonal affective disorder]
[10e] A higher suicide rate in springtime is hypothesized to be caused by the depletion of this neurotransmitter
during winter. Drugs that inhibit the reuptake of this neurotransmitter are a common treatment for depression.
ANSWER: serotonin [accept selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; prompt on SSRIs]
[10h] SAD is a type of major depressive disorder commonly explained with this two-part model, in which seasonal
changes can be an environmental factor that interacts with a predisposed genetic or biological vulnerability.
ANSWER: diathesis-stress model [accept stress-diathesis model; prompt on dual risk or vulnerability stress
model]
<JF, Social Science: Psychology>


